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MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS 
 

Parliamentary Year 1, No. 63, Session 5 
 

Meeting of the Parliament 
 

Tuesday 17 January 2017 
 

Note: (DT) signifies a decision taken at Decision Time. 
 
The meeting opened at 2.00 pm. 
 
1. Time for Reflection: Dr Maureen Sier, Director, Interfaith Scotland, led Time for 
Reflection. 
 
2. Topical Questions: Questions were answered by Cabinet Secretaries. 
 
3. Protecting Scotland’s Interests in Negotiating our Future Relationship with 
Europe: The Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Tourism and External Affairs (Fiona 
Hyslop) moved S5M-3427—That the Parliament notes the publication on 20 
December 2016 by the Scottish Government of Scotland’s Place in Europe, setting 
out options for the future of the UK and Scotland’s relationship with Europe; 
understands the detrimental social and economic impact on Scotland and the UK of 
losing their current place in the European single market; welcomes the options set 
out in the paper, including on free movement of workers; agrees that the UK as a 
whole should retain its place in the single market, ensuring rights not just for 
business but for citizens, and that, in the event that the UK opts to leave the single 
market, alternative approaches within the UK should be sought that would enable 
Scotland to retain its place within the single market and the devolution of necessary 
powers to the Scottish Parliament; agrees that further devolution to the Scottish 
Parliament is required to mitigate the impact of the UK’s decision to leave the EU, 
and endorses the Scottish Government discussing these proposals with the UK 
Government in order to secure the protection of Scotland’s interests as part of the 
Article 50 process.  
 
Dean Lockhart moved amendment S5M-3427.3 to motion S5M-3427— 
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As an amendment to motion S5M-3427 in the name of Michael Russell 
(Protecting Scotland’s Interests in Negotiating our Future Relationship with 
Europe), leave out from “the detrimental” to end and insert “that the whole of 
the UK, as the member state, will be leaving the EU following the UK-wide EU 
referendum held on 23 June 2016; recognises that trade within the UK 
domestic market is four times as important to Scotland compared to trade with 
the EU’s single market; encourages all parties and the Scottish Government to 
work with the UK Government and other devolved governments in the UK to 
achieve the best possible negotiated outcome for Scotland and for the UK, and 
urges the Scottish Government to stop using the outcome of the EU 
referendum to campaign for Scottish independence.” 

 
After debate, amendment S5M-3427.3 was disagreed to ((DT) by division: For 31, 
Against 91, Abstentions 0).  
 
Lewis Macdonald moved amendment S5M-3427.1 to motion S5M-3427— 
 

As an amendment to motion S5M-3427 in the name of Michael Russell 
(Protecting Scotland’s Interests in Negotiating our Future Relationship with 
Europe), insert at end “, and calls on the Scottish Government to further 
engage with the UK Government on arrangements that might apply after the 
invocation of Article 50, with a view to maintaining as many as possible of the 
benefits of the UK’s relationship with Europe in any transitional period.” 

 
After debate, amendment S5M-3427.1 was agreed to (DT).  
 
Willie Rennie moved amendment S5M-3427.2 to motion S5M-3427— 
 

As an amendment to motion S5M-3427 in the name of Michael Russell 
(Protecting Scotland’s Interests in Negotiating our Future Relationship with 
Europe), leave out from “welcomes the options” to end and insert “regrets that 
the paper does not countenance the UK remaining a full member of the EU; 
considers that voting for a departure is not the same as voting for a destination; 
believes that this democratic decision cannot end with a ‘blank-cheque Brexit’ 
and a deal that nobody voted for being imposed by a Conservative 
administration still unable to provide any certainty and beset by contradictions, 
and calls on the UK Government to agree to a referendum on the final terms of 
Brexit and all of Scotland’s MPs in the House of Commons to vote against the 
triggering of Article 50 unless this is guaranteed.” 

 
After debate, amendment S5M-3427.2 was disagreed to ((DT) by division: For 5, 
Against 117, Abstentions 0).  
 
The motion, as amended, was then agreed to ((DT) by division: For 86, Against 36, 
Abstentions 0). 
 
Accordingly, the Parliament resolved—That the Parliament notes the publication on 
20 December 2016 by the Scottish Government of Scotland’s Place in Europe, 
setting out options for the future of the UK and Scotland’s relationship with Europe; 
understands the detrimental social and economic impact on Scotland and the UK of 
losing their current place in the European single market; welcomes the options set 
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out in the paper, including on free movement of workers; agrees that the UK as a 
whole should retain its place in the single market, ensuring rights not just for 
business but for citizens, and that, in the event that the UK opts to leave the single 
market, alternative approaches within the UK should be sought that would enable 
Scotland to retain its place within the single market and the devolution of necessary 
powers to the Scottish Parliament; agrees that further devolution to the Scottish 
Parliament is required to mitigate the impact of the UK’s decision to leave the EU; 
endorses the Scottish Government discussing these proposals with the UK 
Government in order to secure the protection of Scotland’s interests as part of the 
Article 50 process, and calls on the Scottish Government to further engage with the 
UK Government on arrangements that might apply after the invocation of Article 50, 
with a view to maintaining as many as possible of the benefits of the UK’s 
relationship with Europe in any transitional period. 
 
4. Appointment of Members of the Standards Commission for Scotland: Liam 
McArthur, on behalf of the Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body, moved S5M-
3375—That the Parliament agrees, under section 8 of the Ethical Standards in 
Public Life etc. (Scotland) Act 2000, to the appointment of Michael McCormick and 
Tricia Stewart as Members of the Standards Commission for Scotland. 
 
The motion was agreed to (DT). 
 
5.  Decision Time: The Parliament took decisions on items 3 and 4 as noted 
above. 
 
6.  A Sea of Opportunity: The Parliament debated S5M-2438 in the name of 
Stewart Stevenson—That the Parliament commends the Scottish Fishermen’s 
Federation’s (SFF) A Sea of Opportunity campaign; considers that full control over 
fishing in the offshore economic zone represents an opportunity to reinvigorate 
coastal communities; recognises that appropriate conservation measures must also 
be in place for all fishing activity; welcomes indications that arrangements for 
ownership and exploitation of existing quota will not be changed to adversely affect 
existing investments in them; believes that the ownership structures and economic 
benefits derived from new quota arising from full control of the offshore economic 
zone must be of value to adjacent communities, and notes calls on all political 
parties to consider whether they can agree with the SFF that UK fishing interests can 
best be protected in upcoming negotiations by the lead minister being from Scotland. 
 
The meeting closed at 5.51 pm. 

P E Grice 
Clerk of the Parliament 

17 January 2017 
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Appendix 
(Note: this Appendix does not form part of the Minutes) 

 
Affirmative instruments 
 
The following instrument was laid before the Parliament on 17 January 2017 and is 
subject to the affirmative procedure— 

Schools (Consultation) (Scotland) Act 2010 (Modification) Regulations 2017 [draft] 
laid under section 20(6)(a) of the Schools (Consultation) (Scotland) Act 2010 
 
Negative instruments 
 
The following instrument was laid before the Parliament on 13 January 2017 and is 
subject to the negative procedure— 

Plant Health (Import Inspection Fees) (Scotland) Amendment Regulations 2017 (SSI 
2017/6) 
laid under section 56 of the Finance Act 1973 
 

Committee Reports 

The following report was published on 16 January 2017— 
 
Scottish Commission for Public Audit, 1st Report, 2017 (Session 5): Audit Scotland’s 
Budget Proposal for 2017-18 (SP Paper 56) 
 
The following reports were published on 17 January 2017— 
 
Standards, Procedures and Public Appointments Committee, 1st Report, 2017 
(Session 5): Gender balance on the Parliamentary Bureau and SPCB (SP Paper 58) 
 
Education and Skills Committee, 2nd Report, 2017 (Session 5): Performance and 
Role of Key Education and Skills Bodies (SP Paper 59) 
 
The following reports will be published on 18 January 2017— 
 
Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee, 2nd Report 2017 (Session 5): 
Subordinate Legislation (SP Paper 60) 
 
Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee, 3rd Report 2017 (Session 5): 
Limitation (Childhood Abuse) (Scotland) Bill at Stage 1 (SP Paper 61) 
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